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ABSTRACT 
This final report summarizes the work conducted by the 
General Electric Company to obtain a high current Schottky 
diode under Contract NAS12-1230 during the period June 28, 1968 
to August 15, 1969. 
!: f.: Aft e r con sid era t ion and e val u a t ion 0 f va rio usa p pro a c he s 
I' ~., 
, i. f 
f , 
!., to obtain such a device, the etched-down p-ring design was 
selected for fabrication of the final prototype devices. The 
,selection of this design was based largely on its superior 
reverse blocking characteristics and process feasibil ity. The 
entire development program including device theory, design, 
" " 
fabrication and characterization are discussed in detail. 
Finally, specific conclusions"and recommendations based on the 
~esults of thisstu~y are presented. 
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I. OBJECTIVES 
The main object've·of this contract was to design, 
fabricate and test a quantity of thirty (30) rectifier 
diodes which would conduct ,25 amperes (instantanebus)' 
at a forward voltage drop of 500 mil I ivorts. The diode 
was to be capable of blocking 100 volts in- the reverse 
direction with a I~akage current below 100 mil I iamperes at 
loooe. Further, the diode was to have a recovery time of 
less than 50 nanoseconds. 
Another objective of the contract was to identify the 
significant research problems associated with extending the 
current rating of. the diode to 100 amperes. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVICE 
2.1 Theoretical Background 
2.1~1 The Potential Barrier 
The Schottky-Re~~lfler is a metal semiconductor 
contact. The rectifying c~aracteristic results from 
the potential barrier 'B between t~~ metal and 
the semiconductor material~ 
There are two I imtting theories about this 
poten,tial barrier. The .first theory relates the 
barrier .B to the metal work function .M.(I) 
The barrier height shoul~ thus be dependent on the 
different metal work functions. 
The potential barrier for an ideal contact 
is, therefore, for n-type semiconductors, 
q .Bn = q (.~ - X) ( I ) 
where q - magnitude of electronic charge 
X = electronic affinity of semiconductor 
and for p-type semiconductor, 
(2 ) 
For a given semiconductormarterial,· and for any 
metal, the sum of ~Bn and +Bp should thus give: 
(3) 
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2.1.1 The Potential Barrier (cont'd.) 
The second theory relates the potential barrier 
to the surface state density Oss(2) If the density 
of surface states is sufficiently high (>10 13 ) the 
poten~ ial barrier .B wi I I be independent of the. metal 
work function. 
q .Bn = Eg - q .0 
where. = potential level at surface o. 
Such a condition exists on cleaved semiconductor 
surfaces, and the results of Mead and Spitzer(3) 
showed for n-type semiconductor material 
2 
q ~Bn = '3 Eg 
and for p-type semiconductor material 
q ·Bp 
I 
= '3 Eg 
As evident from these equations, the barrier 
height wi I I have a temperature dependence of 
th t f th b d f th . . d t (4) . a 0 e. an gap' 0 e semI con uc or ... 
. ~. , 
The surface states can r~sult from the ter-
mina~ion of the periodic lattice (Schottky-Tamm) 
and also from surface tmperfecti~ns or foreign 
atoms. 
-3-
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2.1.1 The Potential Barrier (contld.) 
As one can see, the measured barrier heights lie 
bet wee nth e two lim i tin g t h eo r i ~ s • ( Fig u re I ( 5 ) ) • 
A general expression for the barrier height 
S (6) (7) was derived by Cowley and ze They made 
the fol lowing two assumptions: 
I) The contact between the metal and th~ 
semi conductor has an i nterfac i a I I ayer of the o'rder 
of atomic d·imensions. This layer is transparent for 
electrons, with energies great'er than the potential 
barrier, and can withstand the potential across it. 
2) The surface state density is only a property 
of the semiconductor and independent of the metal. 
A more detai led potential diagram of a metal-n-
type semiconductor contact is shown in Figure 2. 
The quanti+y of interest is q.o. Before the 
contact is formed, it,gives the. level below which 
all surface states are fi lied (charge neutral ity). 
I t"thus determi'nes'the bend i.ng· of the energy-band 
at the surface. 
-4-
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2. I • I The Potent i a I Sa rr i e r (cont' d • ) 
After the metal contact has been made, the 
Fermi-level has to be constant throughout the con-
tact system (Thermal equil ibrium). The distance 
between the fermi-level and q$ is the additional 
. 0 
amount of band bending due to the metal work-
function. The amount of ~harge flowing from the 
metal into the surface states below the fermi-level 
is given by 
= -q Os (Eg - q $0 - q $Sn - q8$) 
° is the density of surface states and is assumed 
s 
to be constant over the energy range from q$ and 
o 
the fermi-level. 
The space-charge which forms the depletion 
( 7 ) 
region of the semiconductor is given by (in thermal 
eq u iii b r i um ) 
= (8) 
At the meta I surface -a surface charge bu i Ids 
up, equal to the equivalent surface charge density 
of the semiconducto~. 
= - (Q + Q ) ss sc (9) 
-7~ 
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2.1.1 The Potential Barrier (cont'd.) 
In this case al I space charge effects of the 
interfacial layer are neglected. For the poten-
tial /). across the interfacial layer from Gauss's 
law, 
6 =-0 o ( I 0) 
~. : From inspection of the energy diagram 
(Figure 2), one can also write for 6
0 
( I I ) 
These two equations can be solved for 
~ assuming that the donor concentration 
"'B n ' 
within the semiconductor is <10 18 and 0 is 
o 
the order of a few A. 
This gives a relation for <l>Bn of the form 
= (12) 
With 
= ( 13) 
( . 2", 0 ) Ei + q u 5 
= ( 14) 
-8-
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2.1. I The Potential Barrier (cont'd.) 
The constants C2 and C3 can be experi-
mentally determined, and if X is known 
(X = 4.05V for Si), one can determine <I> and 0 
o s 
If. = fa 
'fo 
(C2X + C3 + !l<l» 
( I -C 2 ) q 
( I -C 2 ) e: i 
2 C2 0 q 
If we assume for 0 and 
o 
o ~ 5A 
€ • : 
I 
one gets for Os 
o s ~ I. I X I 0 I 3 (I -C 2 ) / C2 
This method has been appl ied to several 
experimental data. (Figure 3(6» . 
As one can see, t.he two I imiting cases 
can be obtained: (!l<l> neglected). 
I ) 0 ~ 00 C2 :. 0 s , 
q <l>Bn = Eg - q <1>0 
2) 0 ----+ 0, C2 ~ I s 
q <l>Sn = q (<I>M - X) 
-9-
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2.1.2 The Forward Current 
Seyeral (ji"fferent theories and models exist 
desc~iDing the I-V characteristic of a Schottky-
. barrier device, and it must be decided which model 
best describes the data 'of the measured devices. (8) 
• 
From Bethe's thermionic emission theory the 
following equations were derived: : 
A* = 
2 4'lTqm*K 
h3 
A* is the effective Richardson cbnstant and 
is dependent on the semiconductor material 
d" th t I . t to (7) an e crys a orlen a Ion. 
n Si <III> A* 2.7. A = 
A* 2. i A = n S i <; 100> . 
A* 
.66 = A P Si 
A = 120 A/cm2 /oK2 (Richardson constant for 
thermionic emission jnto 
vacuum) . 
-11-
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2.1.2 The Forward Current (cont'd.) 
At a given temperature T, this equation pre-
dicts a linear reiationship between in I and V, 
(V~3 KT / q) • 
With help of that plot one wi I I get Is for 
a particular temperature. 
= 
Is 
and a plot of in - vs. I/T wi II give another 
T2 
straight I ine which determines A* and ~B. 
The above plot (Richardson plot) wil I be 
I inear only in the case that ~B is a constant 
with temperature or has a I inear temperature 
dependence. 
Atalla(9) found from experimentnl data 
that the fol lowing relationship could be fitted 
to their data: 
I = I ( e q V / n KT _ I ) s 
Where nis a constant- >1, usually between 
1.01 and 1.1. 
-12-
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(22) 
(23) 
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2.1.2 The Forward Current (cont'd.) 
Padovani and Sumner(IO) fitted the fol lowing 
equation to their data: 
Where T is referred to as an excess tem-
o 
perature and is constant. 
found to be 50° ± 5·o K. 
For Au-GaAs Twas 
o 
For a given temperature n can be related 
to T as () 
T 
o 
n = I + T 
If T is a constant, then n is no longer a o 
constant. 
These equations can be rewritten to(8) 
or for the voltage range of interest (where V/V 
>0 
~3) to 
-13-
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2.1.2 The Forward Current (cont'd.) 
When in I vs. V is plotted, a straight 1 ine 
is obtained whose slope gives V and its intercept 
o 
at zero volt gives I . 
s 
From the I-V plots at various temperatures 
KT V can be found, and that plotted vs. -- gives the o . q 
following five cases shown in Figure 4. 
Curve #1: The diode observes the ideal thermi-
oni~ emission and the V data wil I 
I ie on a straight I ine. o 
V 
o 
KT 
q 
Curve #2: The diode obeys equation (23), and 
the V data I ies on a straight line. 
o 
V = 
o 
KT 
n -q 
Curve #3: The diode obeys equation (24) and 
the Vo data I tes on a straight line. 
V = qK (J + T ) 
o 0 
Curve #4: The diode obeys the thermionic field 
emission theory of Padovani and 
Stratton(1 I). The V data then lies 
on a curve I ike #4. 0 
-14-
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2.1.2 The Forward Current (cont'd.) 
v 
V = V Goth ( oO/KT) 
o 00 
Curve #5: The diode obeys pure field emission 
and the V data will lie on a 
o 
straight I ine which is independent 
of temperature. 
V = V 
o 00 
In general, one can count several different 
approaches to explain the current-volta~e rela-
tion of a Schottky-barrier. 
I) Thermionic Emission Theory (T) 
(31 ) 
17"" ... \.JLJ 
(33) 
This theory was proposed by Bethe (1932)(12) 
and assumes the barrier thickness to be smal I 
compared with the mean fre~ path of the free carriers, 
so that coll'isions within the barrier region can be 
neglected. 
Padov.ani 
A~al la(9) added the slope factbr nand 
and Sumner(IO) defined the constant T 
o 
(excess temperature) as deviations of this t~eory. 
-16-
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2.1.2 The Forward Current (cont'd.) 
2) Diffusion Theory (D): 
( I ) This theory was suggested by Schottky 
(1931) and assumes the barrier thickness to be large 
compared with the mean free path, so that the car-
riers experience numerous col I isions within the 
barrier. MacDonald(13) and Stratton(14) reviewed 
and extended this theory. Their results indicated 
the value of n is independent of the temperature 
and equal to 1.06 if the current characteristic is 
determined by the diffusion theory. 
3) Tunnel ing Theory: 
This theory derived by Simmons(15) (1963) 
explained the tunnel ing current by means of a simple 
model of tunnel ing through a thin insulating fi 1m. 
This theory appl ies for Schottky barriers on a . 
highly doped material (above 10 18 cm- 3 ). A good 
review is given by F. A. Padovani. (16) 
4) Field Emission Theory (F): 
This theory was appl ied to an arbitrary 
( 17) potential barrie.r. shape by Stratton (1962) and 
further extended tri a thermionic-field emission theory 
-17-
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2.1.2 The Forward Current (cont'd.) 
(TF) by Padovan i and stratton (II) (1966). Crowe I I 
( 18) 
and Sze developed (1966) a synthesis of the thermi-
onic and diffusion theory (T-D) and predicted the high 
field I imit of the thermionic emission model and de-
rived a thermionic-field emission (TF) theory. 
In addition to these basic theories for the 
current-voltage characteristic, theories have been 
developed which try to explain deviations of measure-
ments and theory. 
There are ba rr i erred uct ion phenomena like the 
o ( I 2 ) image force and tunneling • Also, phonon scatter-
ing and quantum-mechanical reflection at the metal-
semiconductor interface have been taken into considera-
t o (18) Th 0 °t 0 0 0 to (19) Ion • e mlnorl y carrier InJec Ion or space 
. . (20) 
charge effects have been considered. As an overal I 
conclusion, it can be said that only precise mea sur e-
ments over a wide temperature range c~n determine which 
of these theories does apply to a specific metal-
semiconductor contact system • 
2.1.3 The Reverse Current 
The re~erse current-voltage characteristic of a 
conventional ~Ianar Schottky-diode usually has a 
higher leakage current and a lower breakdown voltage 
, 
-
(A. !411!1*" , 
2.1.3 The Reverse Current (cont'd.) 
than the theoretical I imit of the material for a 
one sided abrupt junction. 
This excess leakage current is primarily due 
to the high field at the edge of the metal junction. 
Sze and Gibbson(21) studied the effect of 
junction curvature on the breakdown voltage in 
Semiconductors, and their result is shown in 
Figure 5. 
The "curvature" of the planar Schottky-
junction is very smal I and determines, therefore, the 
reverse characteristic (Figure 6). 
(22) Lepselter and Sze suggested a diffused 
g u a r d - r i.n g toe lim ina t e t his " e ~ gee f f e c t " 
(Figure 7). 
The effective result of this guard-ring is a 
paral lei connection of a p-n junction device and 
a Schottky-Junction device. The result of this 
. (23) 
arrangement is shown in Figure 8. 
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Fig. 6 Planar Schottky Structure. 
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Fig. 7 Structure With Diffused Guard Ring. 
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P-N so 
P-N 
V (v) 
Paral lei Connection of a"p-n Juoction Device 
and a Schottky Junction Device. 
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2.1.3 The Reverse Current (cont'd.) 
As one can see, in the forward direction 
both diodes conduct current; and this reduces the 
switching advantage of the Schottky-device due 
to the charge-storage in the p-n junction. 
It was suggested to use a lower surface con-
centration of the p-ring, so that another Schottky-
diode is created, which wi I I block the p-n junction. 
(Figure 9). 
The etched down p-guard ring design used in 
Gen~ral Electric has the field rei ief effect of the 
p-n junction in the reverse direction and a lower 
voltage drop in the forward direction; and the pn 
junction does not start to conduct under a forward 
biased condition • 
With this protected Schottky-design nearly 
ideal reverse characteristics can be achieved, 
where the rev~rse leakage current is dominated by 
the ·barrie~ loweri~g due~to the image effect. The 
leakage current density is then given by: 
-24-
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Structure With -Blocking Schotfky Junction 
on the Guard Ring. 
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2.1.3 The Reverse Current (cont'd.) 
= e 
q fq'/41TE~ 
KT 
In some Schottky-barrier devices an effect 
(34) 
(35) 
due to intrinsic barrier lower"jng can be observed. 
This is an additional effect to the image-force 
barrier lowering where the barrier height changes 
th - f" Id " (5) as e I e Increases • 
This phenomenon is not well understood, . ..iugh 
it may be due to tunnel ing from surface states . 
The part of the reverse leakage current which 
is due to gener~tion-recombination in the depletion 
region 1s ~malJ as compared to the Schottky emis-
sion current when the barrier height is reasonably 
(7) (24) smaller than the band gap of the semiconductor. 
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2.1.3 The Reverse Current (contld.) 
I. = qU.W A. gmJ mJ n mJ 
U . 
mJ = 
I n i 
2 T 
o 
Generation rate· per unit 
volume. 
Effective lifetime. 
.. 
(36) 
(V'th i.s the thermal velocity of carriers, Nt is 
th~ concentration of bulk recombination-generation 
centers with energy levels Nt = Ni ; and a is their 
capture cross section). 
The effect of the p-n junction in reverse 
biased condition has to be considered, but it is 
in real ity smal I in comparison with t.he Schottky 
emission current . 
For completeness, al I current components 
have been summarized: 
I A . A*T~ -qct»S/KT (37) = e mj mJ 
Igmj = q U W A (38) mj mj 
Igpn = q U \tf A (39) pn .pn pn 
.2 
n. 
?d iff p·n D 
I A (40) . - q 
.N[ S pn 
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2. 1.3 The Reverse Curren~ (cont'd.) 
If there is a channel or field induced deple-
tion under the oxide, the fol lowing two current 
(24) 
components wil I have to be considered. 
= 
= qUA 
s s 
There are two additional current components 
which wi I I be included, though no mention of 
these parts have been observed in the literature. 
= f .( E, A, d) 
= 
IFM is a field induced current at high field 
points (pits) which will lead to premature 
breakdown. 
(4 I ) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
TMS is a generation-recombi.natio!! current from 
surface state centers at the metal-~emiconductor 
interface. 
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2.1.4 Barrier Height Measurements 
2.1.4. I Current-Voltage Measurements 
a) The forward current characteristic 
plotted on semi log-paper wi I I result 
in a straight I in~ according to 
equation (23) (V>3KT/q). 
I = 
R,n I = 
I e,qV/nKT 
s 
qV I n KT + R, n I 
s 
from which one can determine I and 
s 
the slope factor n. 
The barrier height can then be 
determined by 
·B = KT A*T
2 
tn (-I ) q s 
if a value of A* is selected; however, 
.Bn is not very sensitive to A* • 
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2.1.4.1 Current-Voltage Measurement 
b ) 1ft he for war d c ha r act e r i s tic i s 
determined for several temperatures 
and I determined from the 1n I vs. 
s 
Is V plot, the Richardson plot in ~ vs. 
I T 
T wil I yield the barrier height~B and 
the Richardson constant A* 
= 
= 
c) I can directly be determined from 
s 
the reverse characteristic, as long 
as the thermionic emission theory 
does describe the reverse character-
istic, and the barrier lowering 
effects can be neglected (V very 
r 
sma I I ) • 
2.1.4.2 Capacitance-Voltage Measurements 
The relationship between capacitance 
and voltage is as fol lows: 
c 
E: N g s D. 
~ (VD +' V) 
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(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
<. 4 , 
, 
. = 
2.1.4.2 Capfrcitance-Volta~e Measurements (cont'd.) 
2 If one plots IIC vs. V, one gets the 
voltage intercept Vi = Vo at I/C2 = 0, 
and with that, the barrier height can be 
determined by 
= v. + V + KT 
., n q 
Where V is the distance of the fermi-
n 
level from the conduction band and 6. 
is the image force barrier lowering. 
2.1.4.3 Photo-Electric Measurements 
The photo-electric barrier height 
measurement is the most accurate direct 
method. (7) If the back of the wafer is 
. illuminated with monochromatic light, 
photo-electrons can be generated if 
hV>q~Bn. These electrons generate a 
photo-current. which can be·measured. 
The electrons created at the bulk of the 
material (hv>E ) wi I! have a small pro-g 
babi I ity to reach the metal contact. 
( 5 I ) 
The photo-current per absorbed ~boton, R, 
as a function of the photon energy, hv, 
is given by the Fowler Theory. When the 
-31-
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2.1.4.3 Photo-Electric Measurements (cont'd.) 
square root of the photo-response is 
plotted versus the photon energy, a 
straight I ine should be obtained, and 
the extrapolated value on the energy 
axis should give directly the barrier 
height.-
2.2 Design of a Schottky-Rectifier 
2.2. I Assumptions and Considerations 
A I ist of optimum designs for various currents 
at 100 volts has been establ ished. ( Fig ure I 0) . 
It should be noticed, however, that the barrier 
height used for these calculations was based on 
.67V for tungsten. Units assembled with different 
barrier metals wi II show a higher voltage drop if 
their barrier height exceeds .6V. 
For the design analysis the simple diode 
equation (20) is ~~ed, which is b~sed on the ther-
mionic emis~ion theory. This analyais does not 
con sid e r tun n e fin g, s cat t e r i n g' 0 r fie I d - d e p e 'n den ce 
oft he - con j' act bar r i e r • The see f f e c t s are rei at i vel y 
small-and can be assessed to explain gross devia-
tions of the device from the analytical determined 
characteristics. 
-32-
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2.2. I Assumptions and Considerations (cont'd.) 
The Richardson's constant used within the 
emission law, is taken as the theoretically deter-
mined va I ue of A*=264, and the ba rr i er he,i ght 
between tungsten and si I icon is taken as .67V, 
which agrees with our meas~rements and data reported 
( 7 ) by other people. The effect of a lower barrier 
height wi I I be considered within the final design. 
Considered in the analysis are three basic 
designs, each of them emphasizing different advan-
tages. The main interest is in lowering the forward 
voltage drop whi Ie maintaining the reverse breakdown 
voltage. 
The breakdown voltage is primari Iy I imited by 
the edge field, i.e. by the curvature of the depletion 
region near the edge of the Schottky-metal layer. 
The effect of this curvature on the breakdown voltage 
is shown in Figure 5. There are several ways to 
overcome this I imiting effect. 
a) P-ring design 
b) "MOS effect 
c) Bevel ing of the edges. 
,. -33-
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2.2.1 A~sumptions and Considerations (cont'd.) 
Each of these approaches has its advantages 
and disadvantages, if one looks at the des i gn 
criteria as wei I as production capabil ities. 
a) ,P-ring design: This approach seems to be 
the most promising, as shown in Figure I I. A p-ring 
is diffused into the si I icon at the edges of the 
Schottky metal. The breakdown voltage is then deter-
mined by thep-n junction radius. The diffusion 
technology i~ developed enough ta control the p-ring 
within the required accuracy. The disadvantage of 
this approach is an increase in the forward voltage 
drop, due to the increased epi-Iayer thickness. This 
disadvantage can be reduced with a buried n+ layer 
or more easi Iy an additional etching step. 
b ) M 0 S - e f f e c t : T his d El s i g n iss how n i n Fig u r e 
12. Due to the reverse field under the sloped oxide, 
an inversion of the surface occurs. This effect 
results in extending the depletion layer during reverse 
blocking and thus increases the breakdown voltage. This 
method of lowering the edge field to increase the 
breakdown voltage does not increase the forward voltage 
(Jt·op, hul hd~ its difficulties in process control and 
repoa~l()bi I ity. 
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DESIGN CRITERIA: VF = .45V 
• = .67V 
BV I p X Epi Vo d 
I/A 
2 [V] [A] [0 em]' [lJ] [V] [M i I] [A/em ] 
100 I 2.0 10 .34 55 72 
5 .34 120 70 
10 .. 34 170 67 
NASA 25 .33 290 58 
5'0 .32 465 45 
100 .31 935 32 
Figure 10 
MORE GENTLY CURVED DEPLETION LAYER aOUNDARY 
METAL 
P-TYPE GUARD RING 
OXIDE 
N EPI 
._-- - ------~ 
SUBSTRATE 
Fig. II P-guard Ri~g Structure. 
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INVERTED OR DEPLETED REGION OF LOW SURFACE 
FIELD INTENSITY. 
METAL 
.t:-
-~.. -.:;::::---~---+---' ............ -.:- -- - - - - - - - ---
N 
------ - --::..~- --- - ----
'-------. ,.-----------___ -.J 
Fig. 12 Tapered Oxide Structure • 
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EPITAXY 
SUBSTRATE 
-2.2.1 Assumptions and Considerations (cont'd.) 
c) Beveled edges: This method of edge field 
lowering uses the bevel ing technique which is known 
in p-n junction devices. This method requires a large 
enough device to be able to bevel the edges of the 
pellet. ( Fig u re I 3 ) • 
2.2.2 Design Procedure 
2.2.2.1 Metal-sf I icon contact. 
i) The diode characteristic is described 
by the simple diode equation: 
I = I ·{exp [q (Vb-IR ) /nKTJ -I} 
s s 
(52) 
If one assumes an ideal diode, i.e. one 
neglects any series voltage drop within th~ diode, 
one can set Vb=V d . Vd describes,the inherent barrier 
voltage drop across the ideal diode. The slope fac-
tor n is taken as n=l, which corresponds to the ideal 
diode, and is close to the measured values of 1.01. 
If one consider~ large enough currents, one can neg-
lect the -I against the exponent and one gets for 
the barrier voltage d.rop: 
I . Vd = (R.n -) KT/q 
Is 
(53) 
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DEPLETION LAYER EXTENDED ALONG BEVELED EDGE 
LOW E'R I N G FIE L D 
DEPLETION LAYER BOUNDARY 
METAL 
~--------------
...... ---.:...--------_-/ 
Fig. 13 Beveled Edge Structure. 
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2.2.2.1 Metal-si 1 icon Contact (contld.) 
r 
Is is the saturation current of the diode and is 
given by the Richardson emission law. 
= 
2 AA*T exp [-q~B/KTJ 
I 
Vd was calculated for various ~urrent densities 
and T=300oK. The result is plotted in Figure 14. 
2) The total forward voltage drop across 
the diode is given by the specification to be .5V 
at 25A. From this the voltage drop permitted 
across the series resistance of the diode within 
-the epi layer follows: 
= 
Vn is the 'voltage drop across the ohmic contact 
at the back of the diode. A typical value for 
Rnis 4. IO-4 nj thus yiulding IO-2 V for Vn at 25A, 
. . 2 
for a device of .3cm area. 
VB is the voltage drop across the substrate of 
the diode. RB is determined by 
= 
-39-
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2.2.2.1 Metal-5i I icon Contact (cont'd.) 
For an area of A=.3cm2 and X, =9 mi I and a ~ypical 
5 
f s =.008 Ocm, one gets for RB=6.1 • 10-4 O. This 
-2 
results in VB-I.5.IO V~at 25A. 
3) For a given specified cu~rent density 
'" ( 
the voltage drop across the epi layer is determined 
by: 
= = 
Xe is the epi layer thickness and fE the resis-
tivity. These two values are given by the 
required breakdown voltage BV, and th~s deter-
mines the maximum current density possible, to 
yield the voltage drop set by equation (55). 
This calculated value for ,the maximum current 
density wi I I effect Vd and with that change 
VRS ' Several iterations art:~ necessary to get 
the right maximum current density which holds 
.for the specified voltage condition., In the 
final analysis, this has been done by a computer 
program. 
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2.2.2.IMetal-silicon Contact (cont'd.) 
4) For a given breakdown voltage, assuming 
a one sided abrupt junction, the necessary epi-
layer resistivity and the necessary epilayer 
thickness can be determined. The depletion layer 
width at BV is given by: 
W 
=1 • 
The br'ea kdown vo I tage is given by: 
BV = 
The critiGai field for avalanche break-
down is dependent on the concentration Nse 
This is shown in Figure 15. With that, the 
necessary c6ncentration can be determined in 
. , 
order to get the required breakdown voltage . 
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2.2.2.1 Metal-si 1 icon Contact (cont'd.) 
the dependence of- the breakdown voltage 
and the depletion layer thickness on the con-
centrafion NB is shown in Figure 16. For the 
computer program used to analyze the final 
design~ a power function was fit to these data 
by a least square method. 
BV = 1.69083.10 13 *NB- .. 723326 
5) pefore the breakdown of the si I icon 
actually occurs, there wi I I be some multipl ica-
tion of carriers within the depletion region. 
This mechanism wi II increase the reverse current 
of the diode near the breakdown voltage. 
= I . M 
s 
The multipl ication factor M is given by 
Mi I ler as the fol lowing emperi~al relation, 
M = _._-.;....---
1-(V/BV)n 
For n-type sil icon the factor n is equal to n=4. 
-44 .... 
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2.2.2.1 Metal-si I icon Contact <cont'd.) 
6) From the curves shown in Figure 17, the 
resistivity for different doping levels can be 
d t . d I . < 25) b I· h d set f e ermine. rVln pu IS e a a power 
functions fitted to these curves. For the resis-
tivity range of interest, the fol lowing function 
wi II giv~ the relation between l' and NB. 
I 
= 
.f 
2.0 10- 16 • N B 
7} The temperature dependence of the 
reverse current I 
s 
was plotted in Figure 18 
as calculated from equation (54). Also, the 
effective barrier height ~ was varied to show 
the influence of a change of the barrier ~eight 
on the reverse current. 
8) The capacity. of the Schottky junctio.n 
can be determined with the fo~lowing relation: 
C = qe:e: o NB 
<Z<~B+V) 
-46-
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(64) 
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Fi . 17( 25 ) Resistivity of Si I icon at ")OO o K as a Function 
of Acce ptor o r Donor Concentration . 
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2.2.2.1 Metal-si I icon Contact (cont'd.) 
9) The specified recovery time of 50 nsec 
is primari Iy determined by the RC time constant. 
This is due to the characteristic of a Schottky 
junction as a majority carrier device. The cal-
culated values for the RC time constant fal I 
within 50 psec. 
2.2.2.2 P-ring 
I) As already explained, the p-ring design 
is used to lower the edge field of the Schottky 
junction. In order to optimize the design, the 
p-ring should have a sl ightly higher breakdown 
voltage than the calculation for the abrupt plane 
junction of the Schottky-barrier. 
As one can see from Figure 5, the breakdown 
voltage is also dependent on the geometry of the 
junction. Acyl indrical junction has a higher 
breakdown voltage than the equivalent spherical 
J u n c t ion . Sin c ewe d iff U·s ear i n gin tot h e e p i -
I aye r, we· h a ve a c y lin d ri c a I j un c t ion jan d wee an 
determine the junction depth, or with that, the 
radius of the junction curvature. Within the 
resistivity range we are interes~ed in, the dif-
fusion depth is about 10 p. Since these data are 
-49-
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2.2.2.2P-ring (Cont'd.) 
for an abrupt junction, we have an optimistic 
approach. With the'chosen diffusion depth of 
10 ~, we calculate our junction breakdown volt-
age with data taken by R. Davies(26) (See 
Figure 19) for a surface concentration of 10 18 
and a diffused junct'ion with complementary error 
function profi Ie. Since these data are taken 
for a spherical junction, the calculation incJudes 
a safety factor of about 1.4. After obtaining 
some experimental data, the diffusion depth might 
be changed to a lower value. 
In order to determine the depletion layer 
spreading at the breakdown conditions of the 
Schottky-barrier we used the curves publ ished by 
(27) . 
. H~ Lawrence and R. M. Warner (see Figures 20 
and 21) for a bulk to surface concentration ratio 
-3 
of 10 ,and a complementary error function dif-
fusion profi Ie. From these curves we get also 
the value for the junction ~apacity per cm2 • 
If we use this approach to design the power 
Schottky device, we have to add the diffusion 
depth to the epitaxial layer thickness which 
increases the forward voltage drop of the device • 
. -50-
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Fig. 19 Avalance Breakdown In Diffused Junctions. 
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2.2.2.2 P-rfng (cont'd.) 
In order to stay within the specif.ied value of 
Vf =·5, we shall have to reduce the current density. 
This changes the voltage drop at the junction, and 
several iterations wi' I give the optimum result. 
This is al I done by a computer program in which 
Figures 19, 20, and 21 are expressed as functional 
relations. In the etched down p-ring design this 
added resistive part is etched away, and the cor-
rection does not apply. 
2) The amount of added area due to the p-ring 
can be estimated by: 
If we assume a relative low current density of 
50 A/cm2 we get an area of .5 cm2 , which gives 
for A 
P 
A 
P 
SIS 78.7 • 10-4 
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2.2.2.2P-ring (cont'd.) 
3) The reverse leakage current of a p-n 
junction consists of two parts, the diffusion 
current Idiff and the generation current I gen " 
= 
For the diffusion current, we assume that only 
minority carriers from the n-region contribute 
considerably, due to the lower concentration 
in tho n-region. The Idiff is equal to 
I d · , f I 1" = 
9 Ap Dp • pn 
Lp 
L is the diffusion length of holes within the p 
n-region. 
o is the diffusio,n constant. of the holes within p 
n-type material and is related to the mobil ity 
by the Einstein relationship. 
---'_.'. ~-
o p = 
KT q IIp 
-55-
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2.2.2.2 P-ring <cont'd.) 
The mobil ity ~ is a function of the concen-p 
tration and temperature and is shown in 
Figure 22. 
The lifetime T for material used is about 
--
'"'1 
10-20 ~sec. P is the minority carrier density n 
within the n-type material and is given by 
P 
n 
nj is temperature dependent, and the resulting 
-
. 
values of Pn as a function of Nd and temperature 
is shown in Figure 23. 
At 100°C we get for 
= 2 · 10 -7 . A = 15. 72. I 0 - 10 Amp e re s 
p 
This current is very smal I compared to the 
Schottky barrier and can be neglected. 
The part of the leakage current due to carrier 
generation of the p-n junction wi I I also be neg-
I jgjble due to the smal I effective area. 
-56-
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2.2.2.2 P-ring (contld.) 
4) The part of the ieakage current of the 
Schottky barrier due to carrier generation 
within the depletion layer can be calculated 
with the fol lowing equation: 
W is the total width of the depletion layer 
spreading, and is equal to 8.5~ in a material 
, ,-
with Nd =2.3XI0·~ at 100V. 
ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration 
and is a function of temperature as shown in 
Figure 24~ For a device bui It on material 
15 doped, with NO = 2. 3X 10 , we get a generat ion 
current of 
= 20.4 . 10-6 A. 
J 
-6 
= 7 • 10 Amperes 
This current can also pe neglected, compared 
to the leakage current of the Schottky barrier, 
as calculated with equation ("54). 
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2.2.3 Summary of Results 
The results of the computer analysis are 
shown in Figure 25. 
These curves show the dependence of several 
parameters on the epi-resistivity and the effect 
of the change of any parameter can be estimated. 
Since the area is one of the cost-
determining factors, the dependence of the area 
on the work function, forward voltage, and 
current'specification is shown. (Figures 26, 27 
and 28), 
In the Figures 14, 18, and 26 the barrier 
height of tungsten .67eVand titanium .5 has been 
indicated in order to demonstrate the effect of 
a chan~e in barrier hei~ht. 
As pointed out already, the barrier he,ight 
is strongly process dependent, i.e. the given 
value of .67eVfor tU~9sten may be reduced due ~o 
processing. 
In F i gu re 29 the tempe ratu re d'ependence 
Qf the barrier vOltage drop Vo is shown for a 
2 current density of rIA = IDDA/cm • 
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3. DEVICE FABRICATION 
The structural design which was found to be the most 
successful in producing power Schottky devices with char-
acteristics approaching the objective specifications of 
the contract is shown in Figure ~O. This design, cal led the 
etched-dow~ p-ring design, was used to fabricate the final 
prototype devices del ivered at the conclusion of the con-
tract period. The flow sheet for the fabrication of these 
devices is shown in Figure 31. A brief description of the 
more important steps fol lows. Further elaboration on some 
of· these steps may be found in section 4. 
3. I Starting Material 
The prototype devices were fabricated from two 
groups of si I icon wafers having the fol lowing 
specifications: 
N type epitaxy resistivity 
epitaxy thickness 
N+ type substrate resistivity 
substrate thickness 
GROUP I 
+.3 
1.7_. gO-cm 
GROUP II 
I • g:l:. 20-cm 
14.5-17 microns 18-21 microns 
.005-.015 n- cm .005-.0150-cm 
.0060-.0100 inch .0065-.0105 inch 
De vic e s n u m be red I - 25 , I 6 , I 8 - 23, 26 - 3 0 we ref a b ric ate d 
from the starting material of Group I. Devices numbered 
4-15, 17, 24 and 25 were fabricated from Group II wafers. 
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3.2 Photoresist Masking 
The masking operations illustrated in Figure 32 
were performed using conventional photoresist tech-
niques. The removal of oxide in Steps I and 2 was 
done using a standard buffered hydrofluoric acid solution. 
The etchants used for the removal of excess metals were 
as follows: . 
s i I ver 
palladium 
tungsten 
dilute nitric acid 
aqua regia 
solution consisting of 15 parts 
water, 4.5 parts potassium 
ferricyanide, 1 part potassium 
hydroxide. 
3.3 Boron Diffusion 
The p-ring was obtained by diffusing in boron 
using the boron trichloride open tube method. T,he 
diffusion depth for Group I wafers was 5 microns and 
for the G~oup II wafers a microns. The surface 
concentration . 18 in both cases was about IXIO a/cc. 
The reverse voltage blocking characteristic of the 
diffused g~ard ring of a typical wafer is shown in 
Figure 33. 
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3.4 Etch-down 
The etch-down of the central portion of the device 
<refer to Figure 30) is one of the most critical steps 
in the fabrication process. The depth of etching 
should be equal to or sl ightly deeper than the diffusion 
depth of the p-ring. For example, in the case of the 
wafers of Group I the etch-down depth was 6 microns. 
Earl ier devices fabricated using the etch-down approach 
exhibited severe downgrading of blocking characteris-
tics after barrier metal I ization. Cross-sections of 
these devices revealed irregularities in the depth of 
etshing especially near the periphery of the window. 
Various etchants were evaluated to el iminate this pro-
blem ranging from slow to fast etchants. 
the cross section of ~ si IJcon structure which was 
etched with a fast etchant may be seen. The etchant 
in this case was a mixture of 10 parts hydrofluoric acid 
and I p~rt nitric acid. As may be seen, this etchant 
attacked the p portion much faster than the n portion, 
causing premature voltage breakdowh. Figure 34b shows 
the effec~ of using a slow etch. This etchant consisted 
of 4 parts nitric Qcid, 3 parts acetic acid, and I part 
hydrofluoric acid. Here, one sees that the etchant has 
attacked the edge of the window much fasTer than the center 
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3.4 Etch-down (cont'd.) 
portion, again causing premature breakdown. The best 
etchant appeared to be one of moderate etch rate (about 
.5p/sec). This etchant commonly known as CP6 was com-
prised of 5 parts nitric acid, 3 parts hydrofluoric acid, 
and 3 parts acetic acid. As may be seen fn Figure 34 c) 
this etchant produced a smooth surface at the periphery 
with a sl ight, gentle slope from the edge inward. 
Devices constructed using th~s etchant yielded far 
superior blocking voltage results. 
3.5 Metallization 
The barrier metals tungsten and platinum, as wei I 
as the contact meta I pa I I ad i urn were a I I depos i ted b¥ 
the low energy d.c. sputtering technique. This method 
of deposition was found to give consistently better 
results than the electron beam process. The sputtering 
and electron beam equipment may be seen in Figure 35. 
An important part of the sputtering equipment necessary 
to yield high qual ity adherent metal I ic coatings is the 
'substrate holder and heating assembly. A view of the 
back of this ass~mbly may be seen in the close-up view 
of the sputtering equipment shown in Figure 36. A frontal 
view of the assembly showing the heater coi Is may be seen 
in Figure 37. The sputtering of tungsten, 3,000 ~ thick,· 
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Fig. 35 Sputtering and Electron Beam Equip ment . 
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Fi g . 36 Close-up Vi e w of Sp utt er in g Equip ment 
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Fig. 37 Front View of Wafer Holder Sho wing Heating Coils . 
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3.5 Metall ization (contld.) 
was carried out at a substrate holder temperature of 
° The palladium deposition, 600 A thick, was 
performed at a ho I der temperatu re of· 300°C. The cbntact 
metal si Iver ~as electjoplated onto the pal ladium sur-
face in a standard si Iver cyanide plating. solution. 
The deposition of gold on the back side of the pel let 
was performed by vacuum filament evaporation. 
The platinum si I icide barrier diode was formed by 
° depositing 500 A. platinum on the si I icon at a substrate 
temperature of 300°C. Apparently the actual temperatur~ 
at the interface must have been much htgher since a 
thin layer of platinum si I icrde was formed. The excess 
platinum was dissolved in aqua regia and the wafer was 
then coated with the usual tungsten, palladium and 
si Iver layers. 
3.6 Assembly 
The pel let structure was stud mounted in a hydrogen 
bel I jar using nick~1 plated tungsten back-up plates and 
solders. The stud assembly was subsequently encapsulated 
in a C-145 housing. A section ~iew of the assembly· is 
shown in Figure 38. 
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4. DEVICE EVALUATION 
4. I Reverse Blocking Voltage 
The reverse blocking characteristics of typical 
devices made with tungsten and platinum si I icide 
barriers are compared in Figures 39 and 40 at room 
temperature and 100°C. These devices were made from 
Group I si I icon wafers. Typical devices. made from 
Group 11 wafers are compared in Figures 41 and 42. In-
every case it may be seen ~hat the leakage current of 
.. 
devices with platinum si I icide barriers is less than 
those with tungsten barriers at room temperature. At 
100°C the difference in leakage current is even more 
pronounced. This type of behavior is expected from 
theory since tungsten has a lower barrier height, 
.67,(7) than platinum which is reportedly .85.(22) 
Some devices tested exhibited trac~s whtch deviated 
.• 
from the expected or normal cu~ve trace of a Schottky 
diode. Some examples of these traces are shown in 
Figure 43. These traces may be explained as fol lows: 
a. Short. Th i s occurs when the surface of the s iii con 
contains one or more pits. The slope varies 
depending on tho size of the pit. Usually 
the pit is visible to the naked eye. 
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4.1 Reverse Blocking Voltage (cont'd.) 
b. Chatter. 
c. Step_. 
d. Break. 
e. Ohmic. 
f. Mobile • 
It has been found that this character-
istic is caused by poor adhesion of the 
contact metal (microplasma). In limiting 
cases one sees o~ly a sl ightly noisy 
characteristic or an "open". An open 
contact is pressure dependent and wil I 
switch into different states. 
The "step" is described as a high current 
rise at "zero bias" which can vary from 
a few ~A to several mAo This step is 
process dependent and may be related to 
surface charge density. The step there-
fore is a good indicator of process 
repeatabi I ity. 
"Break" is related to q local ized break-_ 
down and can be highly resistive. The 
switch back does not necessari Iy occur 
and, therefore, these devices sometimes 
look good. However, breakdown wi II not 
occur at the theoretical I imit of the 
material. 
Thi s occurs when the contact meta lis 
deposited at too high a temperature 
causing destruction of the rectifying 
junction. 
This characteristic is primarily due 
to an interfacial layer which is caused 
(} il h 0 r by" P O() rei 0 d n i n q " 0 f -I h 0 s iii co n 
or il "dirty" Vdcuum system. The trqce 
is unstable with yoltage and can move in 
e-j ther d i re_ct ion. Th i s i nterfac i al 
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4. I Reverse Blocking Voltage (cont'd.) 
f. Mobile • 
(cont'd) 
layer may be responsible for negati.ve 
resistance and .switch back at some 
critical voltage. 
4.2 Forward Voltage Drop 
The total forward voltage dro~ of the Schottky 
diode may be broken down into three parts; I) the 
barrier voltage, 2) the series resistance of the 
s iii co n, and 3) t he v 0 I tag e d r 0 p s due to so Ide r s, co n -
tact plates, and crimping of the anode lead wire to 
the anode tUbulation. 
The barrier voltage is d~pendent on the metal or 
metal si I icide used to form the barrier and the resis-
tivity of the epitaxial layer. The barrier voltage 
increases with increase in resistivity. The barrier 
voltages for tungsten and p'latinum si I icide on 1.7S2-cm 
si I icon (Group I) may be seen in the forward voltage 
traces shown in ~igu'res 44 and 45. Here it may be 
seen that barrier voltage is about .24 for tungsten 
and .39 for platinum si I icide. 
The series resistance of the si I icon is simply 
dependent on the res i st i v it i es of the ep i tax i a I layer 
and the substrate and can be computed by the relation-
ship R ~ r!. For I .7D-cm epitaxy and an area of 
2 
.44 cm, R = .0043D. At 25 am~s the voltage drop due to 
-86-
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4.2 Forward Voltage Drop (cont'd.) 
the epitaxial 'Iayer is equal to 25X.0043=.IIV. For 
the substrate which is about 200~ thick and has a 
resistivity of approximately .0IQ-cm, R = .0004Q. 
The voltage drop due to the substrate at 25 amps is 
25X.0004 = .0lV. The total voltage drop due to ~eries 
resistance then for the si I icon is .! I + .01 = .12V. 
The voltage drops due to solders'~ contact plates, 
and lead crimp were determined experimentally and are 
shown in Figure 38. The total voltage drop is seen 
to be about. I volt. 
The forward voltage drop of the completed tung-
sten barrier devices should be then the sum of .24, 
.12, .10 or .46 V. This compares favorably with the 
values of the fabricated devices shown in Figure 51. 
The forward drop of the platinum sil icide devices 
should be the sum of .39, .1.2, .10 or .61V. This, 
too, compares favorably with val~es reported in 
Figure 51 for platinum sil icide devices. The low 
forward voltage drop values of some platinum si I icide 
devices are due to a variation of the resistivity in 
the si I icon epitaxial' layer. This is evidenced by the 
lower reverse voltages for these devices. 
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4.2 Forward Voltage Drop (contld.) 
Based on the tungsten barrier diodes constructed 
the forward voltage dro~ I imit of .5V can be met at 
2 100 amps by scal ing up the area to 1.13 cm . In the 
case of the platinum si I icide device, however, scal ing 
up of the area would help reduce the forward dro~ but 
not enough since, the voltage drop due to the barrier 
and packaging hardware is already .5V. 
The advantage in forward voltage drop of tungsten 
and platinum si I icide Schottky diodes over a conven-
tional diffused device of about the same size is demon-
strated in Figure 46. 
4.3 Recovery Time 
The recovery time of the Schottky diodes measured 
were less than 50 nanoseconds. Since test equipment 
to give direct measurements of charge storage at high 
current levels in the manosecond range was not avai 1-
able and very expensive to obtain, the circuit shown 
i.n Figure 47 was devised. This,circuit whi Ie not ade-
quate to give the exact recovery time, wi I I nonetheless 
displa~ a current trace which wil I not be less than the 
maximum turn-off time of the device. In this test a 
500 n sec current pulse of about 6 amperes is generated 
and allowed to decay through the "device under test. 
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4.3 Recovery Time (cont'd.) 
The current begins to swing negative due to the LCR 
of t~e circuit, but in less than 50 n sec the Schottky 
recovers and clamps the current at zero (except for 
a sl ight wiggle due to the capacitance of the device 
in the blocking state). 
The turn-off trace of a typical Schottky diode 
may be seen in Figure 48. One may observe that the 
device has begun to block in about 45 n sec. Also 
shown in the figure is the turn-off trace for a con-
ventional diffused diode of approximately the same 
size. Note the turn-off time in this case is almost 
5 vsec. The current pulse was I imited to 6 amperes 
by the pulse generator; however, since the turn-off 
time was not observed to vary in the range of one to 
six amperes, one would not expect any significant 
change in turn-off time at the 25 ampere level. 
4.4 Identification of Process Variables 
Referring TO the process flow sheet of 
Figure 31, one can see that several steps are involved 
in the fabrication of the Schottky diode •. Many of 
these steps introduce variables which can influence 
, . 
t-bo- findl -electrical properties of the device. Some 
ot tho more important variabl~s wi I I now be reviewed. 
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4.4.1 Silicon 
The starting material is very critical 
to the' final device. The variation of 
resistivity within the epitaxial layer affects the 
theoretical breakdown voltage. However, this 
did not appear to affect the breakdown voltage 
as much as the surface condition of the wafer. 
Any hi Ilock, pit, dislocation, or other defect 
is enhanced during etch down and drastically 
reduces the breakdown voltage (see Figure 49). 
The breakdown voltage of many devices was deter-
mined by the high field at defect sites and pre-
mature breakdown was observed. 
The epitaxy thickness should be just thick 
enough to avoid punch-through but I imited to 
• , ,l 
reduce the forward drop . 
.. ~, :: 
4.4.2 Oxidation 
The thickness and qual ity of the oxide 
affect the device characteristics. Since a 
metal contact overlay exists over the oxide, 
the oxide should be thick enough to avoid 
channel ing. This thickness was found to be 
o 0 
about 20,000 A. Devices made with 10,000 A 
oxide did not appear to be as stable. 
I 
I 
.. 
Fig . 49 Hi Il ock of Poly c ryst I I ine S i I i co n 2 Mi I s in Height 
on Silicon pit I Su f ce o Magnifica i on : 300X . 
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4.4.3 P-ring Diffusion 
The depth of diffusion should be control led 
to avoid punch through. The surface concentra-
tion should be kept low «10 18 a/cc) to obtain a 
higher breakdown voltage. The breakdown voltage 
of the p-rlng was determined independently of the 
Sohottky by probing only the p-ring. 
4.4.4 Sil icon Etch-down 
This is a very critical step in the pro-
cessing of the device. Care should be taken 
to insure a smooth surface after etching. It 
was found that the qual ity of the starting mater-
ial definitely influenced the smoothness of the 
etched down region. The etching time was dependent 
on the depth of the p-ring. If the etching time 
was too short, the meta I interface wou I d st i I I 
I ie within the pile-up region resulting in high 
leakage currents. If the etching time was too 
long, the effect of the p-guard ring was el imin-
ated and low, soft breakdown voltages were 
observed. 
4.4.5 Cleaning of Si I icon Before Metal Deposition 
This step is very critical to the device, 
and improper cleaning may resul~in poor adhesion, 
~. : 
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4.4.5 Cleaning of Si I icon Before Metal Deposition (contld.) 
interfacial layers, or an increased "step" in the 
leakage current. Several different cleaning 
methods were evaluated. Best results were obtained 
using a mixture of 90 parts deionized water, 
9 parts hydrogen peroxide (30%>and one part ammon-
ium hydroxide (30%> followed by boi I ing in concen-
trated nitric acid, rinsing in deionized. water, 
and vapor dry i ng in i so-propano I. The wafers 
should be submitted to metal deposition without 
dHlay. 
4.4.6 Metallization 
This is another critical step in producing 
Schottky diodes with low leakage currents. Early 
comparison of the electron beam system versus. 
low energy s~uttering showed that cleaner, more 
adherent metal I ic deposits could ~e obtained in 
the sputtering system due largely to les~ contam-
ination from hydrocarbons in th~ system. Hence, 
low energy d.c. sputtering was used exclusively 
for deposition of barrier metals .. 
The most important variable in metal I ization 
appeared to be the temperature of the substrate 
during. deposition. This affected both the adher-
ence of the metal and the leakage current of the 
device. Adherence of the metal fi 1m was checked 
-97-
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4.4.6 Metall ization <contld.) 
by the famil iar tape pul I test. The low leak-
age current of the device was determined by 
looking at the leakage current at low voltage 
«.IV). Measurement of the "step" in the reverse 
I~akage current was found to be a very good in-
dicator for the qual ity of the metal fi 1m. For 
tungsten the optimum temperature for maximum 
adherence and low leakage current was found to be 
4.4.7 Removal of Excess Metal 
The important thing to look for in the removal 
of excess metal from the wafer is the presence of 
pinholes in the photoresist. If any are found, 
they must be touched up with apiezon wax to pre-
vent etching of the contact metal and the under-
lying Schottky barrier metal. If etching of the 
barrier metal in the Schottky does occur, the 
reverse characteristics .wil I be severely affected.' 
Also, I ifting of the barrier metal aftsr,etching 
must be looked for to see if the metal to oxide 
seal has been impaired. This would allow metal I ic 
ions to reach the metal-sil icon interface and 
cau~e device instabi I lty. 
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4.5 Other Designs 
.-
Another approach to bui Iding a high voltage 
<= 
S c hot t k Y d I 0 d e i s f:h a t s how n . i n Fig u rei 2 • T his met hod 
employs the use of a tapered oxide to Ipwer the sur~ace 
field at the edge of the device, thus increasing the .. 
breakdown voltage. This tec~nique ~hicW was developed 
in 1966 by General Electric uses photore~ist and oxide 
etchant to give a smooth t~per with a shal low angle of 
1-/ 2· ° 0 ,- I e s s . See Fig u r e 5 0.. T his was a chi eve d by 
using a Kodak photoresist (KTFR) and allowing the etch-
ant sufficient time to undercut the edge of the window 
of the resist. Devices made using this approach failed 
to measure up to those of the p-guard ring in reverse 
blocking capabi I lty due to pi Ie-up on ·the surface caused 
during the oxidation step. To overcome this a low tem-
.... '-
perat~re (900°C) oxide was deposited. This improved the de-
vice but sti I I fel I short of the p-guard ring structure. 
Apparently, the surface of .the si I icon was sti II not 
entirely free of unwanted impurities .. A sl ight cle?n-up 
'etch could not be used without disturbing the smoothness 
of the taper • If the surface could be "cleaned" without 
affecting the taper, thJs method could be useful since it 
offers two advantages over the p-guard ring; I) simpl icity of 
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Fig. 50 Top View of Tapered 0 ide Struct ure With 
<1/ 2 ° Taper . Magnification: 100X . 
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4.5 Other Designs (cont'd.) 
fabrication, and 2) no etching of the surface; hence, 
no enhancement of very sl ight surface imperfections. 
The beveled edge approach to building the Schottky 
diode (Figure 13) was not attempted due the extreme 
difficulty envisioned in obtaining and handl ing.a pellet 
with a bevel extending over the short distance of a 
few microns thickness of the depletion layer. 
4.6 Other Barrier Metals 
In addition to the tungsten and platinum si I icide 
barrier diodes already described, devices were made 
using the following metals or si I icides: molybdenum, 
vanadium, aluminum, palladium si I icide and rhodium 
si I icide. Of these devices, those made using molybdenum 
a~d vanadium showed higher reverse leakage currents than 
.... 
those of tungsten. Those of aluminum, palladium silicide, 
and r ho diu m s iii c ide ex h i bit e d lower I e a k age cur r e n t s 
than those of tungsten; however, these devices presented 
other problems. The alumin~m devices had higher forward 
drops than tungsten, due to difficulty in making a low 
voltage drop contact to the aluminum. The palladium 
si I icide devices had sl ightly lower leakage current 
"s-Iops" near zero voltage, but the current incr-eased 
wi III volldqe faster than the tungsten barrier devices, 
-101-
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4.6 Other Barrier Metals (cont'd.> 
especially at 100°C. The devices made using rhodium 
si I icide displayed lower leakage currents than tungsten 
but higher than those of platinum sil icide. Rhodium 
si I icide is process I imited due to its chemical res is-
tance to etchants of al I types; how~ver, this can be 
overcome by the use of shadow masking t~chniques. 
5. DEVICES DELIVERED 
Data on the thirty devices del ivered to NASA at the 
conclusion of this contract is presented in tabular form in 
Figure 51. These devices are representative of the best 
effort made to achieve the objective specifications of the 
contract. Devices one through fifteen were made with tung-
sten barriers and devices sixteen through thirty with plati-
num si I icide barriers. As may bl3 observed from inspection 
of the data, the tungsten barrier devices meet virtually al I 
the specifications, except for high temperature leakage cur-
rent. On the other hand, the platinum silicide devices per-
form quite well at high temperature but suffer from a higher 
forward voltage drop. A few of the platinum si I icide devices 
came close to meeting al I of the desired specifications. 
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DATA SHEET 
. 
Prototype Schottky Devices (Contract NAS12-1230) 
, Dev i ce VR (v)/I R (rna) VF (v) @ 25 Amps RecovE!ry Time Ne. Rm. Tem~. loooe Rm. Tel!!!£..:- loooe (n sec) 
• 
I 100/ 70 30/ 00 .48 .43 <50 
2 98/100 40/ 00 .48 .43 " 
3 97/100 40/ 00 .48 .43 " 4 80/ 40 25/ 00 .43 .38 " 
5 80/ 40 26/ 00 .43 .38 
" 6 80/100 18/ 00 .46 .4'1 " 
7 88/ 40 27/ 00 .43 .38 " 
8 90/ 40 23/ 00 .46 .43 II 
; 9 80/ 40 7/ 00 .41 .36 " 0 76/ 40 10/ 00 .43 .38 .. 
I 80/ 50 28/ 00 .44 .41 .. 
2 80/ 40 20/ 00 .45 .39 " 
3 80/ 40 "j7/ 00 .45 .42 " 
4 90/ 35 42/ 00 .45 .40 .. 
5 80/ 20 47/ 00 .47 .42 " 6 88/100 80/ 60 ".62 .53 " " • 
7 85/100 80/ 60 .64 .54 " 8 89/100 80/ 60 .59 ,.52 " 
9 94/100 80/ 50 .62 .53 " 
20 72/100 70/100 .63 .54 " 
21 8~/IOO 80/ 50 .63 .53 " 
22 70/100 70/ 80 .60 .52 " 
23 91/100 80/ 26 .62 .56 " 24 701 3 70/ 12 .55 .47 " 
25 100/ 2 100/ 1 2 .65 .54 " 
26 60/ 8 60/ 50 ,.54 .48 II 1 
. 27 70/ 5 70/ 50 .55 .48 " 'j 1·1 \ 28 > 75/ 2 '75/ 60 , .52 .47 ' II 
29 " 80/ 4 77/100 ' '.52 .47 ". 
11 
30 72/ 4 70/ 80 .52 .47 " 
I) , , 
I 
NOTES: 
j • The laroe terminal of 
.... 
the devices is the anode (positive) 
and the stud i s the cathode (n~gative). There is no 
connection to the sma II term i na I. 
2. Because these devices a~e amenable to sudden catastrophic 
fa i lure, ", the reverse blocki~g volt~ge readings were 
limited to points where the I eak~ge current~ were Just 
b~ginning to rise very rapidly. 
Fig. 51 
~ 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based on the work of this contract, the fol lowing 
conclusions and recommendations Cffn be mad~: 
I • The tun g ste n - s iii co n ba r r i e r', w h i leo f fer i ng the 
distinct advantage of low forward drop, is not recommended 
for high temperature appl ications due to its high reverse 
!e~kage characteristics. 
2. The use of platinum si I icide or a sl ightly lower 
barrier height material such as rhodium si I icide is recom-
mended for high temperature use (100°C or better). 
3. By designing for a 50 volt devic~, the forward 
voltage drop "I imit of .5 volt can b~ met using platinum 
silicide. 
4. A forwprd voltage c;lrop of .5V for a 100°C Schottky 
~ device with blocking capabil ity of 100 volts or higher would 
always be a problem regardless of size due to the inherent 
high voltage of the barrier required. In the case of plati-
num ;; iii c ide, the barrier voltage i s about .4 volt for a 
100 volt device. When the voltage due to solders and con-
tacts of about. I volt is addedj the desired I imit of the 
forward voltage drop is reached without even considering the 
resistive drop in the sil icon. 
-104-
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND ~ECOMMENDATJONS (cont'd.) 
5. The fabrication of a larger current rateQ device, 
such as 100 amperes, meeting the design criteria of this 
contract, would be feasible by scale-up pravtded the 
blocking voltage is I imited to abou~ 50 vol~s. 
6. Further work should be done on the e~aluation of 
barrier metals or sil icides having a barrier height between 
tungsten and 'platinum si I icide, such as rhodium si I icide. 
Investigation of rhodium si I icide was performed late in the 
contract, and a complete evaluation was not possible. 
f 
r . I , 
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8. NEW TECHNOLOGY APPENDIX 
8.1 Etched-down P-ring Design 
The etched-down p-ring design of Figure 30 used 
to fabricate the final device samples was conceived by 
R. L. Davies of the General Electric Company. A patent 
docket (#36-SN-427) has been fi led by the General Electric 
Company on this idea of lowering the forward voltage drop 
by etching interiorly of the annular p-region, so that 
the Schottky barrier is brought nearer ~he ohmic contact. 
A discussion of the etch-down procedure may be found 
on pages 73 and 96 of this report. 
8.2 Tapered Oxlde Approac~ 
The tapered oxide approach depicted in Figure 12 
and mentioned on page 99 of this report incorporates a 
method for producing a tapered oxide by etching which 
was developed by General Electric in 1966. 
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